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ABSTRACT 

A Mach-Zehndcr interferometer using a helium-neon laser and 

a high speed closed-open-closed shutter was designed and constructed 

in the present plasma facility in the Department of. Mechanical and 

Aerospace Engineering and Materials Science for use in conjunction 

with the glow discharge shock tube and the D.C. arc jet tunnel al¬ 

ready present in the laboratory. 
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Summary of Notation 

b Fringe spacing normal to the fringes 

C Capacitance of exploding wire circuit, microfarads 

E Electrical energy, joules 

i Intensity arriving via each path separately due to unit 
volume or unit area of the source 

*ito ^ 
Angles of incidence of the axial ray at the mirrors 

i 
o 

Total intensity from the whole source via each path separately 

I Total intensity due to the whole source and both paths 

k A constant, function of the non-dimensional pressure, 
velocity and density across an imploding shock wave 

l Path difference (^ = NX ) 

L Inductance of the exploding wire circuit, henries 

m Mass of the shutter, grams 

M Momentum of the shutter,gram meters/sec. 

H Fringe number 

V Shutter velocity, meters/sec. . 

x, y, z Coordinates of a point in the real or virtual emergent beam 

x' ,y1 Coordinates of a point in the region of the source 

x", y" Coordinates x and y of the image of a source point x', 
y* produced by the lens 

4. to 
2T £T 

Rotations of the mirrors about ’horizontal' axes, i.e., axes 
in the mirror plane and in plane CDEF (Fig. 2.) 

|i- to |k 
2 2 

Rotations of the mirrors about 'vertical' axes, i.e., axes 
in the mirror plane and normal to plane CDEF (Fig* 2.) 

to z^ z coordinate of the intersection of the axial ray with 
the mirrors 
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Angle between interfering rays from the two paths 

Angle of incidence of any ray at a mirror 

Angles between the two images of the coordinate system 
in the emergent beam, about the x, y, and z axes of one image 

Distance between the two images of a point in an emergent 
beam 

Ee^, the sum of the mirror translations 

Differences between the coordinates of the two images 
of any point in the emergent beam 

Differences between the coordinates of the two images 
of the origin of coordinates in the emergent beam 

Translations of mirrors 1 to U along the normals 

Wavelength 

Refractive index 

Coordinates relative to the light rays 



1. Introduction 

In order that quantitative flow studies might he made with 

the h inch glow discharge shock tube and the D.C. plasma arc jet 

tunnel present in the Plasma Laboratory of the Department of Mech¬ 

anical and Aerospace Engineering and Materials Science, it was 

proposed that an interferometer of the Mach-Zehnder type be designed and 

constructed. 

In the study of high speed, compressible fluid flows, optical 

methods of investigation have proven to be extremely informative. 

Three of these optical methods in common use today are the interfero¬ 

meter, the schlieren, and the shadowgraph. Their ability to yield 

information is a result of two physical phenomena. The first of 

these is that the speed of light depends on the index of refraction 

of the medium through which it passes, and the index of refraction 

of a gas in turn depends on its density. As a consequence of the 

first phenomenon we have the second, or, light passing through a 

density gradient in a gas is deflected in the same manner as though 

it were passing through a prism. In a high speed gas flow, the 

density changes are sufficiently large to make these phenomena 

sizable enough for optical observation. 

Of the three instruments mentioned, the interferometer yields 

the most information. It is based on the first of the two phenomena, 

and its resulting flow field picture, or interferogram, measures 

directly density gradients, thus it is primarily suited for quan- 
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titative determinations of density fields. 

While the interferometer yields more information than either 

the schlieren or shadowgraph, it is also more costly and difficult 

to operate and care and precision must "be used in the design and 

operation of this instrument. 

In aerodynamic and shock tube studies, the most commonly 

used interferometer is the Mach-Zehnder. The ideal interferometer 

is shown in Fig. 6, whereas the general arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. 

Basically, this instrument separates a light beam into two separate 

beams one of which passes through a transparent field under study, 

and then recombines the two beams. If there is any difference in 

phase between the two beams, interference will result, and fringes 

will be seen on a screen placed in the emergent beam. This resulting 

image is known as an interferogram and is the result of either an 

inh'omogeneity of refractive index or by a geometrical path length 

difference of a light beam. In high speed compressible flow, or in 

heat flow these thus show directly the density gradients of the flow 

field. 

Many types of Mach-Zehnder interferometers have been built - each 

with a particular use in mind. Early designs imposed high demands on the 

mechanical precision of the optical components as well as on the experi¬ 

mental skill of the operators. Because of this, interferometers have 

only slowly been adopted by research workers. The reason for the 

high precision work necessary was the inability to produce a directed 

coherent light beam for a given period of time. As a result, the 
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path lengths of the two beams had to be equal to within a couple of 

wave-lengths, thus requiring extreme precision in the mounting and move¬ 

ment of the mirrors. 

By the late 1960's^ directional continuous lasers were commercial¬ 

ly available, and with this coherent source, the design of the Mach-Zehnder 

interferometer was greatly simplified - no longer needed were fine 

adjustments for path length or compensating chambers. However with the 

solving of this problem, another one arose. Previous interferometers 

used pulsed light sources of extremely short duration - thus extremely 

short exposure times were readily available; With the continuous 

source, an extremely fast shutter system had to be incorporated into 

the system. 

This requirement was met by the implementation of an electro¬ 

mechanical shutter system developed and tested in the Plasma Lab by Antar^^ 

Basically, this system dumps a large amount of electrical energy 

into a wire, causing the wire to implode. The resulting shock wave 

accelerates a flat projectile with a slit in it. If this projectile 

is placed at the focal point of a lens placed in the emergent beam, a 

closed-open-closed shutter system is realized, with the capability of 

extremely fast exposure times. 

With the successful development of the electro-mechanical 

shutter system, it became possible to design a small, simple inter¬ 

ferometer at a relatively small expense with the capability to 

study the flows in either the ^ inch glow discharge shock tube or 

the plasma are jet tunnel. 
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2. Theory 

2.1. Optics 

In order to produce interference fringes, light originating 

at one point travels around two or more distinct paths and then 

arrives at a second point. The length of one path may, however, 

differ from that of the other. If the path lengths differ by an 

integral number of wave-lengths, the waves arrive in phase and 

reinforce, while if the difference is an odd number of half wave¬ 

lengths, they arrive out of phase and cancel. 

Consider light of wave-length X from a source whose coordinates 

are x' , y', and z' travelling along two paths and arriving at a point 

whose coordinates are x, y, and z. The two optical paths will differ 

by an amount,£, which will in general depend on all these coordinates." 

If the intensity arriving at x, y, z from a source of unit volume at 

x’, y', and z' via each path is i, and if the two beams are similarly 

polarized, then the total intensity is: 

(1) l(x,y,z) = fki COS2(TrS./X) dx’ dy’ dz' 

where the intensity ratio of the combined beam to that with one beam 

removed is ltcos2(irJl/X). 

Now consider a small source, that is, one of dimensions fix', 

5y' , Sz' such that 

(6&/6x')6x' « X etc. 

Then if its total intensity at x, y, z via each path separately is IQ 

(2) I(x,y,z) = UlQ COS
2
(TT5,/X) 

The intensity is a maximum where the path difference is an integral 
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number of wave-lengths, and a minimum when the difference is an odd 

number of half-waves. Between two consecutive fringes the path 

difference changes by one wave-length and the fringe number, N, 

where N = £/X, changes by unity. 

Since the fringes are surfaces of constant path difference, the 

gradient of £ is normal to the fringe. If this gradient is approxi¬ 

mately constant, the spacing, b, between two fringes is given by 

(3) b grad £ = X 

Now suppose two rays meet at an angle a, and take coordinates 

C along the bisector to the angle and 5 normal to this, in the 

plane of the two rays, and T) normal to this plane (Fig. 4). Then if 

the oath lengths are £ and £ 
1 2 

3£ /3n = 9£ /3n = 0 
1 2 

(4) 3£ /3C = 3£ /3? = y cos a/2 
12 

3£ /3£ = -3£ /3?.= V sin a/2 
1 2 

Hence, since £ = £ - £ 
1 2 

3£/3n = 3£/3C = 0 
(5) 

3£/3£ = grad £ = 2y sin a/2 

Equation (5) shows that a fringe passing through x, y, z lies 

in a plane perpendicular to that of the two rays and that the rays 

are incident on the fringe at equal angles on opposite sides of it. 

Equation (5) shows that the fringe spacing is given approximately by 

(6) 2yb sin(a/2) = X 

since a is usually small 
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(7) "b = X/(ya) 

Fig. 5 is a diagram which shows this relation for plane 

wave fronts, for y = 1. In practice one is usually concerned with 

the fringe spacing in air in the emergent beam, and so b = X/ct. 

2. 2. Effect of Reflection at a Plane Mirror 

From the laws of reflection, several important consequences 

result. These laws are that the incident ray, the normal and 

the reflected rays all lie in the same plane and the angles of 

incidence and reflection are equal. From these, the following 

can be determined: 

1. Light coming from a point after reflection 

appears to proceed from an image point lying 

on the same normal to the mirror plane at an 

equal distance on the opposite side of this 

plane. 

2. The position of this image is independent of the 

direction of the reflected ray but depends on 

the mirror position. 

3. Rotation of the mirror about any axis in its plane 

rotates the image about the same axis through 

twice the angle. 

4. Rotation of the mirror about any axis normal 



to its plane has no effect on the image. 

5. Traversing the mirror in the direction of 

the normal traverses the image through 

twice the distance in the same direction. 

2. 3. Mirror Adjustments of the Mach-Zehnder Interferometer. 
The Plane Four-Mirror Interferometer. - 
Relation Between Mirror Adjustments and Image Displacements♦ 

Consider an interferometer, Fig. 2 , adjusted so that rays 

CD, CE, DF, EF all lie in one plane, the path lengths are equal, 

i.e. CD + DF = CE + EF and rays resulting from division of a single 

ray at Mirror 1 meet and coincide after leaving Mirror k. Then & - 0 

and all image displacements ex^, eyQ, ez^, ax, ay, az are zero. 

Now consider the effect of displacements of Mirror 1 as follows: 

e^/2 - A translation along the mirror normal in 

such direction as to increase the' path length of the reflected ray. 

X^/2 - A rotation about an axis in the mirror plane and 

in plane CDEF, counter-clockwise when viewed in the direction of 

the positive x axis. 

Y^/2 - A rotation about an axis in the mirror plane 

and normal to plane CDEF. counter-clockwise when viewed in the dir¬ 

ection of the positive y axis. 

Then from the laws of reflection we have 
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(8) 

o = X, cos i 
x 1 1 

a = Yn 
y 1 

a = -X sin i 
z 1 1 

For x = y = 0, z = zj_ 

(9) 

e = sn sm i, 
x J 

e = 0 ' • 
y 

e = ei cos i, 
z x ± 

Now suppose the origin of the coordinate system x, y, z is the 

image of point C in the emergent beam, and suppose the coordinates 

of the other images of C are ev , ev , e . Then since the distance 
xo Jo zo 

between corresponding points in the two images are the same, and 

since the angles are small, e , e , e can be expressed as: 
x y z 

(10) 

Ex = exQ " 
+ my 

e
y 

= ey - z“x + xaz 

ez = ez " ^y +^x 

where ax, a^, and az are small rotation about the x, y, and z axis. 

Fig. 3 gives a geometrical, diagram of the displacements. Thus: 

(11) 

exQ = 
ei sin *1 - Z1Y1 

e = z_ X_ cos i, 
y0 

1 1 1 

ez0 
= el cos 

And the differences between the coordinates of the two images of 

any point in the emergent beam become 

ex = sin i-|_ = yX1 sin i + (z - z1)Y1 

e = - (z - z,)X, cos i - xXi sin i 
y 1 1 1 x 1 

cos i^ - xY^ + yX-^ cos i^ 

(12) 
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To obtain the total image displacements, the effects of all 

the mirrors must be added. Denote the displacements of Mirrors 2 to 4 

by the corresponding suffixes, and adopt a sign convention such 

that a mirror rotation or translation is positive if its effect 

on the image displacements is in the same direction as that of the 

corresponding positive displacement of Mirror 1. Denoting summation 

for k = 1 to 4 by E , one obtains: 

(13) 

(14) 

e =Eek cos i 
0 K 

exQ 
= Eek sin *k ~ 

e = Ez, Xv cos i, 
y0 k k k 

ax = Ezfc cos ifc 

“y = EYk 

aa = E_Yk s^n ^k 

From these equations it can be seen that of the twelve possible 

adjustments e^, X^, Y^, only six. are necesssCry to obtain any desired 

values of the six displacements. 

If the interferometer mirrors are set parallel and arranged 

in the form of a parallelogram, the indices i all become equal to 
k 

i and the equations become 

(15) 

(16) 

= cos iEe 

Ex0 ■siI11 zs -2 Vk 

e = cos i Ez, X 
y0 . k k 

ax = cos i EXfc 

a = EYi. 
y K 

= -sin i EX^ 
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, (17) 

It can be seen that a and a are not independent, but that 
Z X 

a = -av tan i 

Thus only five adjustments are necessary to determine the 

five independent displacements; Also, since the equations for 

e and a contain X. only, two of the adjustments must be rotations 
yQ x x 

about the horizontal axis. These may be of any two of the mirrors, 

with the restriction that if the parallelogram is a rhombus, Z2 

and z, become equal. From s , e and a the other adjustments 3 V xo ■ y 
must be one translation and two rotations about vertical axis. The 

translation may be of any of the mirrors, the rotations of any 

two with again the exception of 2 and 3 in the case of a rhombus. 

2. Exploding Wire Behavior 

In order to get the high speeds in the flat plate shutter, an:., 

efficient means of imparting momentum to this projectile is necessary. 

To do this, an exploding wire initiates an implosion shock wave 

which in turn imparts momentum to the shutter. This phenomenon 

is widely used as a means of rapidly dumping energy into a system. 

The method of exploding a wire electrically in a controlled 

and uniform manner has been thoroughly investigated by many people. 

The electrical circuit used is well established as a simple R.L.C. 

circuit, as shown in Fig. 8 . Basically it consists of a charged 

condenser, a switch, and the wire to be exploded. When the switch 

is closed at time, t, the overloaded wire begins to heat rapidly 
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through its melting point. After some time it begins to expand 

smoothly to several times its original diameter. After melting, 

the wire becomes superheated beyond its boiling point before it 

starts vaporizing. As the density decreases, the conduction elec¬ 

trons in the metal suddenly become localized to the atoms and the 

metal loses its ability to conduct electricity. The resistance of 

the wire rises sharply as does the voltage drop across it. Because the 

current through the wire is very high, a large amount of energy is 

stored in the magnetic field of the circuit where it is available 

for ohmic heating. As the resistance continues to rise, dissipative 

heating goes up proportionately, the current decreases sharply, 

and the voltage across the wire may exceed the original voltage 

on the condenser. 

When the voltage is high enough to break down the surrounding 

gas, an arc, in the shape of a hollow cylinder, forms around the 

wire. Meanwhile, the material of the wire continues to expand 

and the arc grows larger. At the same time, a cylindrical shock wave 

propogates ahead into the ambient gas. This shock wave that origi¬ 

nates from the wire explosion and propogates into the ambient gas is 

the implosion shock wave. 

An optimum power dissipation is desired and has been in¬ 

vestigated. It has been shown that the optimum average resistance 

of the exploding wire circuitry should satisfy the following inequality 

1/2 
(18) 1.1 < Ropt (C/L) < 1.30 
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Once the imploding shock wave is initiated hy the exploding 

wire, it will have a finite initial velocity and a finite amount 

of energy. This shock will then come radially inwards toward the 

origin of the cylinder with an increasing Mach number, causing 

the pressure behind it to increase. In the absence of energy 

loss mechanism, as the shock approaches the origin, the shock will then 

reflect and proceed as an explosion shock, leaving behind it a 

gaseous region of very high pressure and temperature. The intense 

physical properties of this at the origin decay very rapidly while 

accelerating the projectile whose base is located on the origin . 

line (Fig. 9). The momentum imparted to the projectile is calculated 

by integrating the pressure force acting on the base of the projectile 

over all the time the projectile is situated at the origin.■ It is 

assumed that the projectile is fixed at the origin during the duration 

of the shock reflection. Beginning with the equations of continuity, 

momentum, and energy, and integrating over the duration of the 

reflection, Ellis has found that the momentum imparted to the pro¬ 

jectile is given by 

1/P 
(19) M = kE x/ ' . 

tot 

where 

(20) E = E - E 
tot . 0 vap 

where E- is the total electrical energy imparted to the wire, E 
u vap 

is the energy expanded in vaporizing the wire and k is a function 

of the non-dimensional pressure, velocity, and density across the 
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imploding shock wave. Knowing the specific heat ratio, ambient 

pressure, cylinder diameter, speed of sound, and the energy imparted 

to the shock wave, the momentum can be determined. Equating Eq. 20 

to the momentum of the shutter, assuming no losses, and knowing the mass 

of the shutter, its velocity is 

(21) V = (k/m)Etot
l/2 

Thus it is seen that the projectile velocity is a function of the 

square root of the total energy input. Antar has experimentally 

determined the validity of this relation, and it well be used to 

determine the exposure time. 
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3. Experimental Apparatus 

3. 1. Design Requirements 

This instrument was designed for use in conjunction with the 

4 inch diameter shock tube end alee the supersonic D.C. arc jet 

tunnel. The size of the instrument was determined by the test 

section of the arc jet tunnel, this being 12 inches square. The 

instrument was to be simple in design and construction, with adjustments 

for positioning and aligning the beam anywhere over the cross section. 

Control of the fringe spacing and orientation could be handled 

manually. As with all interferometers, an extremely rigid frame 

must be included to limit distortion and relative movement of the 

optical components. For the light source, a helium neon 6328A laser 

had already been in use in the lab, and it was to be incorporated 

into the design as was the shutter system built and tested by 

Antar. To make full use of the shutter system and laser, thus 

insuring exposure times of the order of 1 y sec., highest quality 

optics must also be used. 

3.2. Arrangement and Structural Details 

The general layout of the interferometer is shown in Fig.7 

while Fig. 16 shows the interferometer in place with the 4 inch 

diameter shock tube . The U-shaped aluminum plate forms the main struc¬ 

ture and supports the interference optics, consisting of the 2 two inch 
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reflecting mirrors and two 2 inch diameter 50-50 beam splitters, 

and the helium neon laser and attached beam expander. The aluminum 

slab was chosen as the basic support because by having a single 

sheet, align .:vt problems become greatly reduced and also, since 

in future studies it will be used with the vertical plasma arc jet 

tunnel, the aluminum slab can be removed from its supporting member 

easily, and reattached to a mount that will support it in such a 

manner as studies of the phenomenon in the tunnel can be made. 

While neither of the interference arms are enclosed, their proximity 

to the aluminum prevent cross flows from disturbing the fringe 

pattern, and if heating and cooling systems in the room are turned 

off and movement.near the interferometer restricted, distortions due 

to currents are negligible. 

The angle of incidence of the central ray at the splitting 

and fully reflecting plates was chosen to be 30° rather than U5° in 

order to provide a somewhat larger field and also to reduce the 

effects of slight imperfections in the optics. 

Because of the complexity of the shutter mechanism and the 

necessity to insert a wire for each exposure, the camera system was 

designed as a separate unit to avoid disturbing the interferometer 

proper. 

3. 2. 1. Main Support 

Main support for the interference optics and laser beam 

expander combination is provided by a k2" x 18" x 3/V' aluminum slab. 
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An 18" x 12" cut was made in this aluminum to provide test section 

access. For the U" shock tube, this is more than adequate, as the 

design was made to accomodate the 12" square test section of the 

vertical plasma arc jet tunnel. 

Support for the laser and beam expander is provided by a 

2" x 2" x 1/V aluminum angle, 30" long. It is bolted to the aluminum 

plate and cantilevered to the left of the interferometer. 

For use in conjunction with the V shock tube, the inter¬ 

ferometer must be supported in the vertical plane. To accomplish this, 

three beams of 3" x 1 1/2" channel iron are bolted to the aluminum. 

The entire interferometer is supported by four 2 1/2" swivel castors 

to provide easy movement of the instrument. The castors are attached 

to stems which are in fact 3A" bolts with ten threads per inch. 

These stems raise or lower the entire frame, total vertical travel 

capability being approximately tyelve inches. 

3. 3. Light Source 

The light source for the interferometer is a Spectra-Physics 

Model 120 laser. This is a rugged, high-performance helium-neon 

laser designed for use in system applications. Features of this 

unit include a high uniphase output power, excellent output stability 

resulting from kinomatic resonator mounting, magnetic suppression of 

competing infrared laser transitions, hermetically sealed window 

reflector space, series pass regulated D.C. excitor unit, and 

instant self-starting. 
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Specifications of this laser are as follows: 

a) Output power: 5.0 mv 6 6328A 

b) Transverse mode: TEM 
oo 

c) Beam Polorization: Linear to better than 1 part per thousand 

d) Plane of Polorization: Vertical, adjustable + 20° 

e) Beam Diameter: 0.65 mm at 1/e^ points 

f) Beam Divergence: 1.7 milliradians at l/e points 

g) Dimensions: 3.32"w x 3.32"h x 17.8U"1 

h) Weight: 7 l/21bs. 

To expand the laser beam from the 0.65 ram to a more practical 

size, a Spectra-Physics Model 336 Beam Expanding Telescope is used 

in conjunction with a Spectra-Physics model 332 Expanding Lens and 

Spatial Filter. The Beam Expanding Telescope produces collimated 

beam diameters up to 50ram. Wave front deformation is less than 

X/8 over the complete wave-length range. The Expanding Lens and 

Spatial Filter utilizes a precision pinhole to eliminate spatial 

noise, producing a smooth Gausian intensity profile across the 

collimated beam from the 336 Telescope. 

3. h. Mirror Mounts 

The mirror mounts for the interferometer are of two piece 

construction - the mirror holder and the mirror mount base. The 

mirror mounts for beam splitters 1 and 2 and mirror 1 are made out of 

3/8" aluminum. Two inch diameter holes are cut to within l/l6" 
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of mho of the mount. Here a lip 1/32" supports the mirror and 

: ...JL o*. .irht to travel through, The mirrors are held in by 

teflon ^rips jciiie iii made out of throe pieces of 

aluminum, and is held to the aiurnin* . base plate by two ±/h" x 20 

holms, Too ...o ...„ b...^ .. .p;;Dr'* _.e holder with three 1/U*1 x 28 

bolts, rigidity being supplied by three tension springs. Fig. IT shows 

beam splitter 1. The mount for mirror 2 is identical with the 

other three with the exception that the light does not have to 

pass through, so the hole is eliminated. Fig. 18 shows mirror 2. 

The three bolts simultaneously provide for the necessary 

i 
translation and rotation of the mirrors. These bolts, as stated 

previously, are 1/3;" x 28, 1 3/VT long socket head cap screw. 

Translation is provided by turning ail three screws the same amount. 

Though this raises or lowers the mirror as well as providing lateral 

movement, the magnitude of the lateral translation needed with the 

laser light source negates the necessity of any more sophisticated 

etionai devices. 

Rotation of the mirror is provided by turning of the outer and 

upper screws. Turning the outer screws rotates a mirror about a vert: 

axis 1 lA" from the center of the mirror in the rear face of the 

mirror. Turning the upper screws rotates the mirrors about a 

horizontal axis passing through the rear face and center of the 

mirror. Ail controls are manual and ail mirrors have the same 

screws - 23 turns oer inch. 
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3. 5. Interference Optics 

The interference optics, consisting of two splitting plates and 

two first surface plane mirrors, were manufactured by Valpey Corporation 

of Holliston, Massachusetts. Both splitters and mirrors are fused 

silica having a diameter of 2 inches and a thickness of 1/2 inch. 

It was desired that the optical system produce a wave front of flat¬ 

ness of X/10. To facilitate this, the beamsplitters have a surface flat 

ness of X/20 on both sides over the central 1.5 inches, while the fully 

reflecting mirrors have a surface flatness of X/10. 

The fully reflecting mirrors are coated with a multilayer 

A® O 
dielectric coating giving maximum reflectivity at o328A, 30 and in 

fact, the factory tests show this to be greater than 99$ reflection 

for these specifications. Similarly the beam splitters are coated with 

a multilayer dielectric coating for 50/5 i 3/5 reflection at 63282, 30° 

on one face and for 0.25% reflection at 63282, 30° on the other. 

Testing of these optical pieces showed the actual values to be 51.2555 

transmission at the first face and 0.15$ reflection at the second face. 

3. 6. Camera Mechanism 

As was stated previously, to avoid disturbing the inter¬ 

ference optics once they have been set, the camera mechanism was 

designed as a separate unit. A picture of this assembly is shown 

in Fig. l^t. This separate photographic system consists 
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of four basic parts: a fully reflecting mirror, a lens, the 

electro-mechanical shutter system, and a film pack. 

Supporting these parts is a aluminum structure: two legs 

supporting a 1/2" aluminum plate on which the electro-mechanic 

shutter rests and from which the film pack is suspended. Boluea 

to one of the legs is a 2" x 2" x 1/2" aluminum angle supporting 

the traversing mechanism which supports the mirror and the lens, and 

permits the mirror to he matched to the height of the interferometer 

and the lens to he focussed on the shutter. 

The need for a mirror arises from the fact that the electro¬ 

mechanical shutter can he used only in the horizontal plane. The 

mirror was- manufactured hy Valpey Corporation, has a surface flat¬ 

ness of X/10, is two inches in diameter and 1/2" thick. It has a multi¬ 

layer dielectric coating reflecting >99% of the light incident at 

6328$, 1*5°. The lens is a fused -.silica achromatic lens 52mm in 

diameter with an aperture of 50mm. Its focal length is 152mm and 

the focal diameter is 80microns. 

The electro-mechanical shutter system is that basically 

tested by Antar. A photograph of the explosion chamber is shown in 

Fig. 15. The covering face plate is not shown. The chamber is a 

semi-cylindrical cavity 0.20" long bored out of micarta. It has 

two brass electrodes, one at each end of the hemi-cylindrical diameter. 

The cavity is completely enclosed except for a horizontal slit along 

the axis of the semi-cylinder. The shutter is placed there against a mylar 
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diaphragm which covers the slit. Upon receiving the impulse from the 

reflected shock, the shutter moves in a horizontal direction 

along a track which is made of teflon so as to minimize frictional 

losses. The shutter is stopped by a fixed piece of formica with some 

"Permagum" affixed to the end to stop the shutter without any 

rebound in the distance required - l/V'. A photograph looking 

inward along the track toward the slit in the explosion chamber is 

shown in Fig. 19. 

The wire explosion circuit is shown in Fig. Q , and consists 

of a capacitor bank, a switch, and the wire to be exploded. The 

storage capacitors are the fast discharge type (Sprague-Photoflash 

PQ - 1+25) with a rated capacitance of 25yf. (30uf. measured capaci¬ 

tance) and l+.OkV maximum voltage. The charging unit is a 0 - 20kV DC 

(Plastic Capacitors) power supply. A 0 - 5kV DC electrostatic 

voltmeter (Weston) is used to read the voltage input. A time-delay 

triggering circuit is utilized for initiating the discharge. The 

circuit is shown in Fig. 11. It has a delay capability from 

TO to 650 microseconds, and can be triggered either manually or 

by an electrical signal from a remote source. The switch being 

used is a spark gap, E G&G, GP-#LA, and the spark gap trigger cir¬ 

cuit is shown in Fig. 10. It is fed by a high voltage pulse from 

a trigger transformer (E G&G, TR-llt8A). Total energy discharge 

capability of the spark gap is 200 joules. 

The film back and supporting system is basically a Tektronix 
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Oscilloscope Camera C - 12, with the lens and shutter system, view¬ 

ing hood and beam splitter removed. Remaining is a supporting 

device for either a Polaroid Land Roll Film Back or a Polaroid Land 

^ x 5 Film Holder. The film back can be adjusted vertically to 

obtain the largest possible exposure with the film used. 

\ 
i 
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k. Adjustment and Operation 

U. 1. Initial Adjustments 

Initial placements of the mirror mounts is most critical in 

the obtaining of correct alignment of the interference optics. 

Correct drilling locations for the mounts were accurately calculated 

and mapped, and the Mechanical Engineering shop placed these holes 

in the aluminum plate. Once the mirrors were in position, the laser 

was turned on and the final steps in aligning proceeded with. Due 

to beamsplitter 2, there are two emergent beams. By placing screens 

before each of these beams, and an object in front of the laser, 

final adjustment can be made. This is done by focussing the object 

on one screen and then super-imposing the two beams on the other screen. 

This operation is repeated until fringes appear on both screens. 

Either splitter 2 and mirror 2 or splitter 2 and splitter 1 can be 

used in this process, the faster being the latter. 

4. 2. Operation 

Once the mirrors have been aligned, the instrument is ready 

for flow studies. Prior to final fringe alignment for flow studies, 

the test section beam should be aligned with the model, normal to 

the test section windows. This is done by adjusting the castor stems 

to their proper height and by careful observation of the test section 

beam, i.e. reflection off the walls of the test section and size of 

the emergent test section beam. Once the proper alignment has been 

made, fringes of the proper orientation and spacing can be obtained 
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by manipulation of the outer screws of beam splitter 2. 

The usual method for flow studies is to introduce a path 

difference between the two interference arms by rotation of a mirror. 

Under no-flow conditions, parallel fringes of uniform spacing • 

then result. With flow, usually conditions are uniform and known in 

some portion of the flow field giving parallel fringes with spacing 

as for the no-flow pattern. With known density in the uniform 

region, the density at each point of the non-uniform region may 

be evaluated from the associated fringe shift. To eliminate false 

fringe shift from no-flow waviness, a no-flow interferogram obtained 

at the flow density may be used as a reference. Such no-flow and 

flow interferograms may also be superimposed so the straight parallel 

fringes of each line up. The intersection of the two fringe patterns 

in the non-uniform density region then give lines of constant 

fringe shift which for two-dimensional flows sire also lines of 

constant density. 

IT. 3. Camera and Shutter Operation 

To obtain a useful interferogram, care must be used in the 

aligning and focussing of the emergent beam through the shutter and 

onto the photographic film. 

A mirror set at ^5° is used to send the light through the 

shutter. It is mounted on a traversing mechanism so that it may be 

made level with the emergent beam from the interferometer, and as the 

whole assembly moves, proper alignment must be made to insure passage 
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of the light through the shutter. 

Once the mirror has been set, the beam can be focussed. This 

is done by traversing the lens until the entire beam passes through 

the shutter slit onto a screen beneath the shutter. After focussing, 

the lens is locked in place, the film holder placed in position 

beneath the shutter, and the system is ready. 

The shutter system must be primed for each use. Its proce¬ 

dure is as follows: 

a) Align the shutter mechanism so that the focussed beam is 9/16 

to 11/16 of an inch from the explosion chamber; 

b) Remove explosion chamber and electrodes and clean; 

c) Place the wire in the explosion chamber by first sticking a 

small piece of two-sided adhesive tape on the cylinder wall, and 

then with a grooved cylindrical insert, fit a wire into the 

semi-cylindrical cavity. This allows the wire to stick loosely 

and in a uniform manner along the cylinder wall. The ends of the 

wire are pressed tightly against the brass electrodes and the 

explosion chamber replaced; 

d) Two pieces of mylar, O.OOV thick, are placed over the explosion 

chamber and held in place with a micarta plate; 

e) The shutter is placed in the teflon track, resting firmly 

against the diaphragm; the "Permagum" stopper is adjusted to 

make sure the shutter does not travel too far; 

f) The power supply is turned on and set at 200 volts; 
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g) The electrodes are connected; 

h) The spark-gap trigger circuit is turned on; the time-delay 

trigger circuit is turned on; 

i) The capacitors are charged to the desired voltage; 

j) The system is activated either by the manual "fire" button or by 

a remote electrical impulse; 

k) Turn off the time-delay trigger circuit; turn off the spark- 

gap trigger circuit. 



5. Discussion 

5. 1. Exposure Time 

The exposure tine is a function of the speed of the shutter and 

the "beam diameter at the point of intersection by the shutter. Tests 

were run using three different lenses: a biconvex 100mm lens with 

a 250mm focal length, an achromatic 52mm lens with a 152mm focal 

length, and a biconvex 55mm lens with a lU inch focal length. These 

had effective focal diameters of 180, 80, and 120 microns respectively. 

The shutter used was a 0.3mm thick formica plate, 13mm wide and 

0.75 inches long. A 1000 micron cut 0.25 inches from one end is 
* ’ • * *i 

made, and two pieces of brass shimstock are glued to the formica, their 

edges over the cut separated by distances ranging from 20 to 200 

microns comprise the boundaries of the slit. Altogether the shutter 

weighs approximately l80mg. To calibrate the speed of the shutter, 

a photo sensing device was set up to intercept the light past the shutter, 

its output being recorded on an oscilloscope. A sample trace is 

shown in Fig. 20, and the results of the calibration are shown in 

Fig. 12 where the speed of the shutter is shown as a function'of 

input energy. 

The input energy of the system is the energy of the system 

remaining after the vaporization of the wire. Table I gives the 

vaporization energy of various sizes of wire. For the results 

shown in Fig. 12, a 5*6 mil wire was used, the capacitance of the 

system was 15uf, and the length of the wire was 3cm. 
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With the graph of Fig. 12, the known focal diameter of the 

lens, the known input energy of the system, and the size of the slit, 

the exposure time is calculated "by adding the diameter of the beam 

and the slit width, then dividing by the shutter velocity. This 

number is probably high, as no part of the film is exposed for the 

given amount of time, but this is a total exposure time of the 

entire duration of exposure. 

5. 2. Film 

Questions were raised during the design of the instrument 

concerning the probability that the 5niw laser might not be effective 

as a light source. However, performance has shown that the laser's 

capability is adequate. Polaroid's 3000 speed Land roll film has 

been shown to be capable of taking these high speed exposures. In 

the shock tube studies using this, instrument, 10,000 speed film 

was used, as reflection off the test section windows caused some 

loss of intensity. 

5. 3. Performance 

Although there is room for further improvement with minor 

modifications, performance of the instrument has proven quite satisfactory 

as a -whole. There was doubt as to whether or not 28 turns per inch 

screws would be a fine enough adjustment for fringe determination, 

these however have proven more than satisfactory. With these screws, 
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fringe adjustment is very easy and quick. Fringe spacing ranging from 

less than a millimeter to 0.25 inches are sharp and discernable. 

Once set, the stability of the fringe setting is very good. Vibra¬ 

tion isolation is excellent due to the simple construction. A vacuum 

pump situated two feet from the interferometer does not produce any 

appreciable distortion if the fringes. However, due to the lack of 

an enclosure, room ventilating systems must be turned off when the 

interferometer is being used. 

A three layered shielding was necessary to block extraneous 

light. The first two layers were in proximity to the shutter, one 

above and one below, to prevent room light and reflected light from 

exposing the film. The third layer was at the base of the explosion 

chamber to prevent escaping gases from exposing the film. The shutter 

itself had to be completely covered with brass shimstock to prevent 

passage of the high intensity laser beam through the shutter.. 

Room for greatest improvement lies in the focussing lens of 

the camera mechanism. It was hoped that exposure times of 1 

microsecond might be obtained, but the simple focussing system of 

one lens was never able to give the needed focal diameter. If this 

system is to be used in applications which require exposure times less 

than 1 microsecond, a more elaborate focussing system will have to 

be devised and implemented into the system. 

Photographic results showing the system’s capabilities can 

be seen in Figures 21 through 2k. All photographs, with the exception 
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of the expansion wave, were taken on Polaroid Type b'J 3,000 speed 

film. The expansion photograph was taken on Polaroid Type lUT 

10,000 speed film. 

«> 
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Table I 

WIRE RESISTANCES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE 

AND 

ENERGY TO VAPORIZE THE WIRE 

Wire Diameter 
(mils) 

Resistance 
(ohm/cm) 

Vaporization Energy 
(joules/cm) 

^.5 0.0168 5.652 

5.6 0.0108 8.7*18 

6.0 0.0091* 10.05 

7.1 0.0067 111. 075 

8.0 0.0053 17.81I7 

10.0 0.0039 27.9^2 
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x and z axes, horizontal in plane 

CDEF. y axisverticol,normal to 

CDEFj positive down. 
Rotations about horizontal 

axes are positive if the bottom 

of the mirror moves in the direction 

shown for positive translations, 

Fig.2 Plane 4- mirror interferometer with zero image displacements, 

showing sign convention for mirror displacements. 

Fig.3 Displacement of images of points in the emergent beam. 
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Big. -4 Co-ordinate System and Interfering Rays 

Fig.5 RelationBetween Fringe Spacing and Inclination of Wave Fronts 
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Fig. Q> The ideal 4-Mirror Interferometer. Note That the Rays 
1-2-4,1-3-4 Need Not Necessarily Lie Ev.en Approximately 

In the Same Plane. 
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Wire 

Capacitor 

Inductance 

Switch 

Shutter 
y ^Barrel (Track) 

Slit in Explosion Chamber 
(Covered by o Mylar Diaphram) 

Explosion Chamber 

Fig. S Mechanical Shutter Schematic 

Fig. 9 Imploding Blast Wave 
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Fig. 15 Explosion Chamber 

Fig. 16 Interferometer and Glow Discharge 

Shock Tube 



Fig. IT Mirror ffl 

Fig. 18 Mirror and Beam Splitter Supports 
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Fig. 19 Shutter Mechanism Looking Down the 
Track. Note Shutter in Place. 

Fig. 20 Oscillogram Trace to Determine 
Speed of Shutter. Shutter is 0.75" 
Long. Horizontal Scale is 0.2 msec./Div. 
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